Willow Lodge
Perfection
is in the
Details


Energy Efficient:
Heat and cool all
areas efficiently.



Storage:
Abundance of
storage
For large and small.
Customizable for
your exact needs.



Strength:
200% stronger than
wood frame sheds.
100% stronger than
other steel buildings.

Pelican Rapids, MN
Enclosed Shop | Luxury Apartment | Three Stall Lean-To| Storage

All in one: live, store, entertain, play!
Henry Building Systems introduces it’s all-inclusive superior residential
9 Industrial Park Drive
Pelican Rapids, MN 56572

building. Utilizing our signature clear span truss system, this unit utilizes space

Phone: 218-863-6445
Email: attintl@loretel.net

three stall open lean to, and an abundance of storage options.

www.HenryBuilding.com

for a 5,000 Sq. foot enclosed shop space, a deluxe 3 bedroom apartment, a

Options
 Multiple Floor Plans
 Versatile Room Sizes
 Exposed or Covered Beams
 Front Deck
 Wainscoting
 Window Styles
 Divided or shared storage
 Laundry facilities
 Entryway storage

Living

 Siding and Trim colors
 Multiple locations for either

interior or exterior stairs

Experience the versatility of Henry Building Systems design.
The most popular floor plan has two spacious bedrooms, each with a large closet,
and an extra room for optional office or guest room. The open kitchen has an
abundance of cupboard space, and a large extended counter/bar for casual or
formal dining.
Trapezoidal windows open up the space on each end and add exterior charm,
without compromising heating/cooling efficiency.
The exterior deck is an excellent way to bring the interior charm outside. Large
enough for tables and seating, it is a great must have for enjoying beautiful Midwest
weather!

Exceptional in beauty, structural red-steel beams can be exposed or
enclosed in wood. Either style adds sophisticated charm to your living
space.
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Energy Efficient
Traditional energy systems are tacky and take up too much space. The
heating/cooling system is built into the wall on the bottom level, taking
up less 2 square feet!

Shop

The ultimate universal space. Over 1,500 square feet of open, heated
space as your dream playroom. Perfect for an entertainment area, use
as a heated shop or garage. With door and entry options, this space
will become your pride and joy!

Lean-to

Most impressive of all is the 1,000 square feet located in the back of
Willow Lodge. This space can be used for vehicles, toys, or storage of
all sorts. Open, closed, walk doors, garage doors, insulated, heated,
the options are endless!
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Perfection
is in the
Details


Energy Efficient:
Heat and cool all
areas efficiently.



Space
Abundance of
storage
For large and small.
Customizable for
your exact needs.



Strength:
200% stronger than
wood frame sheds.
100% stronger than
other steel buildings.

Apartment Layout

Upon entering, by stairs located either on the exterior or interior you ware quickly welcomed by an open entry way, There is
enough room for everyone to hustle in, and still have space for putting everything away.
Bedrooms: This layout offers three spacious rooms, enough for fitting the whole family! Because of beautiful trapezoidal windows
natural light floods two of the bedrooms. Each has there own spacious closet, and ample outlets.
Kitchen and dining: Popular open kitchen plan allows for intimate dining or entertaining. With ample cabinet and counterpace.
Living: Open layout living is trendy and extremely versatile. Over 1,500 square feet of space
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Living
Take advantage of the open floor plan. With open sight lines you can
keep an eye on everyone, while giving them enough space. There is
ample room to design around you needs whether that’s room to play,
entertain, or relax.

Kitchen

This kitchen layout is perfect for cooking for one or many. With state-of
-the-art appliances, ample counter space, and various cabinets, there is
space for cooking, serving, and storing.

Storage

Multiple sizes and locations for all your storage needs.. Small storage
includes ample kitchen and bathroom cabinets as well as spacious
closets in each of the bedrooms. The lean-to, and shop spaces can be
divided or open allowing for organized storage of any size!
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This space reserved for optional exteriors. Sutcko, Northwoods, Timberline

HBS company standards

Henry Building Systems is the Nations leader in clear span building structure.
200% stronger than wood frame buildings, Henry Buildings are built to last!

Henry Building Systems offer a full range of Steel Structured buildings. From portable fish houses and minibuildings to large commercial and farm buildings. With the abundance of customizable options, any HBS
structure can be tailored to fit your lifestyle. Call us today to discuss your building needs!

Key general HBS selling points

Other HBS offerings
Contact info

